Global optimization is an active area of research in atomistic simulations, and many algorithms have been proposed to date. A prominent example is basin hopping Monte Carlo, which performs a modified Metropolis Monte Carlo search to explore the potential energy surface of the system of interest. These simulations can be very demanding due to the high-dimensional configurational search space. The effective search space can be reduced by utilizing grids for the atomic positions, but at the cost of possibly biasing the results if fixed grids are employed. In this paper, we present a flexible grid algorithm for global optimization that allows to exploit the efficiency of grids without biasing the simulation outcome. The method is general and applicable to very heterogeneous systems, such as interfaces between two materials of different crystal structure or large clusters supported at surfaces. As a benchmark case, we demonstrate its performance for the well-known global optimization problem of Lennard-Jones clusters containing up to 100 particles. In spite of the simplicity of this model potential, Lennard-Jones clusters represent a challenging test case, since the global minima for some "magic" numbers of particles exhibit geometries that are very different from those of clusters with only a slightly different size.
I. INTRODUCTION
Even for systems of moderate size, the configuration space is huge and too large to be explored systematically. However, only a small part of this configuration space is energetically relevant, and many systems in chemistry, physics and biology are found in -or close to -their local or even global minimum configurations. For instance, minerals naturally appear in their global minimum crystal structures or metastable in a few energetically low local minima. The same applies to molecules as well, such as proteins, where the folded configuration is known to be a very narrow and deep global minimum compared to a plethora of local minima of unfolded configurations 1 .
Consequently, identifying those configurations, e.g. through computational methods, is of vital importance for any meaningful further investigation 2 .
Global optimization (GO) [3] [4] [5] aims at finding the global minimum (GM) of the multidimensional potential energy surface (PES) of a given system. For essentially all relevant systems it is impossible to find this minimum analytically, not only because the analytic form of the PES is usually unavailable, but also because the complexity of configuration space grows quickly with the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) resulting in an overwhelming number of local minima.
While one possible approach would be to attempt an enumeration and energy evaluation of all the generated candidates, such an approach is naturally limited to small systems with only a few atoms or degrees of freedom [6] [7] [8] [9] . Instead, most GO algorithms explore the PES of the system until good candidates for global minima are found. They can be classified into two categories: restricting the available configuration space to decrease the number of explored configurations; or increasing the speed/efficiency at which the PES is explored.
The first group of algorithms is based on the use of fixed grids for the atomic positions 10 in conjunction with Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations 11 . The search is thus reduced from 3N atoms continuum coordinates to the number of points in the grid. This can be applied to both, more or less regular crystals, where the grid represents occupied or vacant points on a lattice, 12 as well as to molecules, where the grid for a polymer or peptide, for example, is defined by the typical dihedral angles that need to be considered. The disadvantage of this approach is biasing the search by assuming that the relevant global minima are to be found within the restricted configuration space, and ignoring the remaining DOFs rendering this approach inapplicable to situations in which significant deviations from the underlying grid are important.
To date, a few methods employing variable lattice sites have been reported 13 , but these ap-proaches often rely on evaluating the quality of the generated sites or optimizing the position of these sites by utilizing the same potential as for the optimized system. This is of course possible for a Lennard-Jones cluster, but becomes increasingly expensive for realistic force fields or ab-initio calculations. Additionally, the paper by Shao et al. 13 presents some additional possible improvements, such as assuming that the new sites should be distributed on the surface of a sphere (which is a fair assumption for LJ clusters but does cannot necessarily be assumed for more complex potentials or interfaces like supported clusters), and neglecting sites inside the optimized cluster. More recently, a method has been proposed by Yu et al. 14 that relies on dense grids and "smart" grid evaluation techniques to accelerate this process, but this has the drawback of requiring multiple evaluations of the grid sites with the optimizing potential.
In the second group of algorithms we find e.g. basin hopping Monte Carlo (BHMC) 15 , where transitions between basins, i.e., local minima, of the PES are accomplished by performing MC displacement trial moves, often on the whole system, followed by a geometry optimization, before the new structure is accepted or rejected by evaluating the Metropolis criterion. In this way the system is encouraged to leave its current potential energy surface (PES) basin by increasing the acceptance ratio of the MC approach. Similar to this procedure is simulated annealing (SA) 16 , where the basin transition is achieved by performing successive steps of a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation at high temperature, giving the system enough kinetic energy to overcome potential energy barriers, followed by a slow cooling phase into a deep local or even the global minimum.
Another related approach is minima hopping, in which short MD trajectories are followed by local structural optimizations 17, 18 .
Some algorithms even combine both approaches, such as evolutionary and genetic algorithms (GA) 19, 20 . Here the dimensionality reduction is accomplished by codifying the system's degrees of freedom into a "genetic code" (in the case of genetic algorithms) or working directly in coordinate space (in the case of evolutionary algorithms), and generating new candidates in part by performing mutations in that subspace. Changes in the atomic configuration arise from these mutations and from the combination of the "fittest" candidates from each generation to generate novel combinations finally yielding the chemically relevant local minima. GAs have found many successful applications, e.g. in crystal structure prediction 21 , optimization of free and supported atomic clusters [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , and proteins 27 .
In this paper we propose an improved global optimization algorithm based on the use of a flexible grid, which allows for a significant reduction of the effective search space while the iden-3 tification of new atomic configurations is not restricted by intrinsic assumptions about the structure of the grid. Instead, the grid evolves dynamically along with the visited configurations. In combination with BHMC this grid enables an efficient exploration of the PES to yield the global minimum. In Section II, after a short summary of the employed model potential and BHMC, we give an explanation of the algorithm and its implementation. The success of the algorithm under a number of different initial parameter conditions is tested in Section III along with its performance for the well-studied benchmark case of Lennard-Jones clusters 15,28 containing up to 100 atoms.
We demonstrate that for all cluster sizes, the new algorithm is able to find the respective global minima. We notice that even the usually hard to find clusters formed by 38 and 75-77 particles and an additional one containing 98 atoms can be identified without the need for further biasing.
II. METHODS

A. The Lennard-Jones Potential
To test our algorithm, we perform global optimizations of clusters in vacuum using the Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12-6 pair potential 29 to obtain the potential energy of the system,
where ε is the depth of the potential well, σ is the distance at which the potential becomes zero, and r i j is the distance between atoms i and j.
The LJ potential offers the advantages that it is fast to evaluate and easy to interpret, but in spite of its simple functional form it gives rise to a surprisingly complex behavior, not only for a small number of atoms -e.g. regarding the structure of global minima, magic numbers resulting in very stable clusters, and the behavior of binary clusters -but also for condensed phases, e.g. a complex phase diagram and multiple crystal structures 30 . This makes it a challenging benchmark case for GO algorithms, while tests still can be carried out in a controlled and easily reproducible way at low computational costs.
Another major advantage for the present work is that the global minima of LJ clusters containing up to 110 atoms are well known 15 facilitating the validation of the obtained results. Nevertheless, several of the global minima of LJ clusters are notoriously hard to find 15 . The reason is that due to different geometric motifs compared to the close lying local minima naive GO approaches can get stuck in higher energy configurations, and also very narrow funnels can be present in configuration space 17 , which can easily be missed by GO algorithms.
B. Basin Hopping Monte Carlo
The basin hopping Monte Carlo algorithm 15 To avoid both of these problems, BHMC adds a local geometry optimization after each trial move. This relaxes every configuration to the closest local minimum such that effectively the whole PES is transformed to consist only of connected energy plateaus of the local minima (s. Fig. 1 ), increasing the acceptance ratio of the algorithm and thus speeding up the exploration of the PES. This effect is so strong that in BHMC often it is possible to simultaneously displace all the particles in the system in a trial move 15 , compared to typically only single particle displacement trial moves utilized in regular MC 32 .
One limitation of the BHMC algorithm for some applications is that -as originally designedit is restricted to "local" trial moves, which slows down the exploration of the PES by restricting jumps only to neighboring basins. More recent versions and modifications of the algorithm 28 have attempted to increase the type of possible moves by designing non-local trial moves tailored to cluster optimization, such as moving atoms from the inside to the outside of the cluster (as originally proposed by Takeuchi 33 ). Still, the exploration of PESs by BHMC can be very demanding because of the high dimensionality of the configuration space. C. The Flexible Grid Algorithm
Description of the Algorithm
The use of grids in atomistic simulations has been proposed in many contexts and found numerous applications, from the investigation of alloys by the cluster expansion method 35 to the prediction of cluster shapes 10 . In all these approaches, the employed grids are usually kept fixed corresponding in most cases to regular crystal structures. The grid points then define the possible atomic sites, which can be either occupied or vacancies, for which MC exchange moves can be performed. Note that fixed grids do not exclude structural relaxations, which are a crucial component e.g. of BHMC, but they define the possible initial atomic positions.
Utilizing a grid restricts the configuration space by discretizing the possible atomic positions, thus decreasing the number of configurations that need to be sampled by MC. Additionally, as the grid points represent physically meaningful lattice sites with their associated low potential energies, the acceptance probability of MC simulations can be substantially increased. However, fixed grids are not applicable to many important situations in which parts of the crystal exhibit strong structural changes, e.g. at grain boundaries 36 and for large-scale defects like screw dislocations, for crystal structure transitions, for amorphous systems, or generally if different materials are combined, like at interfaces or supported clusters 23, 37 (where a fixed grid becomes inconvenient if the surface can present defects, reconstructions, irregularly shaped adsorbates, etc.). Utilizing a flexible grid avoids the biasing that is necessarily related to a fixed grid, and thus allows for a more general application also to these difficult but important scenarios.
In the flexible grid approach proposed here, grid points can be occupied ("active"), i.e., they contain a particle or atom relevant to the optimization problem under consideration, or unoccupied ("inactive"), i.e., they represent a vacancy or a target point for a possible exchange trial move. The grid resides inside a domain with or without periodic boundary conditions, which may also be just a subsystem of the full simulation setup.
Swaps are then attempted between occupied and unoccupied grid points, or in general also between sites occupied by different elements if present. All grid points are interacting, either by a physical force between the atoms if the grid points are occupied, or by a fictitious pair potential, if at least one of the two grid points in a given pair is unoccupied. The physical forces are determined by the chosen interaction potential and ensure a physically meaningful adjustment and relaxation of the atomic positions in the cluster. The purpose of the fictitious potential, which has no influence on the physical potential energy and the positions of the occupied grid points, is to adapt the positions of the empty grid points to provide optimum sites for future MC exchange moves. When a BHMC swap has been successful, the empty grid points are relaxed around the new accepted atomic configuration, which itself is kept fixed after the atomic relaxation that is part of the BHMC step, thus allowing only unoccupied points to adapt to the new situation. In this way the grid structure flexibly follows the evolving structure of the system.
There are many possible choices for the fictitious potential connecting the grid points. Here we have decided to utilize a simple harmonic potential with a "zero zone" of constant potential in its central region, forming a softened square-well potential (s. Fig. 2 ). This choice has been motivated by the need to optimize systems where the nearest neighbor distance might not be known precisely a priori, or where multiple nearest neighbor distances and/or bond types are present. Examples for such situations would be clusters where the equilibrium distance changes when switching from the bulk-like conditions in the center of the cluster towards the undercoordinated outermost shell, or amorphous carbon where single, double and triple bonds with their individual optimum equilibrium distances may be present. Using a flat region around the minimum of the potential, we avoid enforcing a single equilibrium distance for the whole grid, which would eventually bias the simulation outcome.
The ficticious potential is defined as
where k is the spring constant for the harmonic potential, r 0 is the equilibrium distance of the plain harmonic potential between grid points, and the constant r zz defines the width of the zero zone (between r 0 − r zz and r 0 + r zz ), where the potential has a constant value of V zz = k · (r zz − r 0 ) 2 .
Note that since the potential in the zero zone is constant, its derivative is zero and thus no force is exerted between two grid points in this range, which allows to obtain any distance within the zero zone between the grid points in the optimization of the grid.
The fictitious potential serves to connect the points of the grid, suggesting some regularity and approximate equidistance in the grid, and concentrating grid points at reasonable distances to atomic positions where exchanges have a high probability of being accepted. Still, because of the zero zone of constant fictitious potential, the nearest neighbor distance for the atomic system does not need to be known precisely before the optimization starts. The shape of the harmonic potential as determined by k is somewhat flexible, and is only required to enable gradient-based geometry optimization algorithms to minimize the fictitious potential energy of the grid. There is a discontinuity in the forces when switching from the harmonic branches to the constant potential in the center, but this could be remedied using a soft switching function between the two sections and does not pose a problem when optimizing the grid.
The grid points are only connected to other nearby grid points, which is achieved by restricting the maximum number of neighbors considered for each point. Still, this connectivity is not permanent, and as the grid is flexible, the nearest neighbors of a given grid point might change as the simulation progresses. For this reason, the neighbor list of each grid point is constructed not only at the very beginning of the simulation, but is updated after each grid optimization. The construction of this neighbor list proceeds as follows: with the help of a Verlet list 32 , the nearest neighbors to a given grid point are found. The distances to these grid points are calculated, and they are sorted from closest to farthest. Neighbors are assigned in this order, until the predefined maximum number of neighbors has been reached. During the minimization of the grid structure, only the points in the neighbor list of a grid interact with each other. Neighbors are always mutual, so if grid point A considers grid point B a neighbor, A is also in B's neighbor list. The maximum allowed distance to count as a neighbor is also restricted, so that very distant points are not connected to avoid the grid collapsing or losing flexibility.
The algorithm alternates between performing on the one hand exchange moves between occupied and unoccupied sites using BHMC including the usual structural optimization before applying the acceptance criterion, and on the other hand relaxing the unoccupied part of the grid utilizing the fictitious grid potential when a new atomic configuration has been accepted. Grid points be-9
have differently according to their occupancy in this latter half of the algorithm: occupied points are fixed in space and are not allowed to move since the underlying, physical potential governing the atomic positions has already determined the position of these points, while unoccupied grid points relax around those positions. In this way the simulation is divided into two parts: the "real" simulation domain, where atoms interact with one another using their "true" potential, i.e., the force field or atomistic potential, and where the energy of the exchange moves is evaluated; and the grid domain, which contains only the unoccupied grid points thus excluding the relaxation of those points corresponding to occupied sites.
Specifically, for the global optimization of LJ clusters the algorithm proceeds as follows: The grid is initialized within the assigned grid domain, as unoccupied points on a simple cubic grid with slightly distorted positions. The grid is then relaxed, and random grid points are occupied by LJ atoms until the desired number of atoms has been reached. The atoms then undergo a geometry optimization, and the grid is minimized around this initial atomic configuration. From this point onward, the exchange loop begins: occupied and unoccupied sites are exchanged on the grid using BHMC for one atom at a time until a successful exchange has been performed. When this happens, the grid is re-optimized around the now occupied, fixed grid points. This repeats until the algorithm is stopped, e.g. by finding the global minimum, or by reaching a predetermined number of steps. The pseudocode for this procedure is shown in code block 1.
For illustration purposes, Fig. 3a to 3f show the procedure schematically for a 2D example.
After the initialization of the grid and some BHMC steps, the system arrives in the configuration shown in Fig. 3a . From this configuration, an occupied and unoccupied site of the grid are chosen at random to perform an exchange resulting in the trial configuration shown in Fig. 3b . Afterwards, the atoms of the cluster are relaxed (Fig. 3c ), while the unoccupied part of the grid is still kept fixed.
The cluster's energy is evaluated, and, assuming that the new potential energy is lower, the MC step is accepted. The grid now needs to relax around the new cluster positions (Fig. 3d) , which is also shown in more detail in Fig. 3e . Repeating this procedure a total of 500 MC steps yields the configuration shown in Fig. 3f , in which the cluster has now adopted a roughly hexagonal shape.
A compressed xyz file containing the cluster particles and grid points of this trajectory is included in the supporting information, named grid-2d.xyz.
For a real 3D case, Figure 4a shows a 38 LJ particle cluster (blue spheres). Figure 4b shows in addition the grid points within a 0.6 σ radius of the cluster particles in orange. We can see how the grid arranges itself around the cluster atoms, but also fills in the space between them providing candidate vacancies for possible swapping events. Finally, Figure 4c displays a bondonly/"wireframe" view of Fig. 4b , showing the link between close grid points and cluster atoms.
A compressed xyz format file corresponding to the GO trajectory of this cluster including the grid points is available as supporting information, named grid-3d.xyz.
Parameters of the Grid
The algorithm requires a number of input parameters that need to be specified before the GO search can start. The computational performance of the algorithm and the success ratio of the search depend on the values these parameters take. The optimal value ranges of the parameters may need to be adapted to the particular system under study, for instance because of very different typical interatomic distances. In this section, the relevant parameters are discussed, focusing on their meaning, their influence on the performance of the search, and how to estimate good initial values. Systematic tests will be reported in section III A and a summary is presented in table I.
These input parameters are: the multiplier for the number of grid points in the system (N mult ), the center point of the grid potential (r 0 ), the width of the zero zone (which depends on r zz ), and the maximum number of allowed neighbors for each grid point (N neigh ). Additionally, since the grid search is based on a BHMC search, the temperature (T ) of the MC part of the algorithm needs to be specified in simulations employing the grid.
The number of grid points and their distribution in the grid domain should be adequate for the system of interest. In the case of global optimization of LJ clusters, we need enough grid points to cover the positions occupied by the LJ particles, and additional grid points on the surface of the cluster suggesting good positions outside of the cluster as well as points inside the clusters for swaps and vacancies. Points too far away from the cluster resulting in the formation of free atoms are poor candidates for swaps, and thus not needed. Evidently the number of grid points needs to increase as the number of atoms in the search does. Thus instead of defining an overall total number of grid points for each search and problem size, we define a multiplier N mult so that
where N grid is the total number of grid points (both occupied and unoccupied), N LJ is the number of Lennard-Jones particles in the simulation (or in general atoms to be optimized for other systems) and N mult is the multiplier. From this we can easily see that 1 N mult defines the proportion of occupied sites in the grid.
This multiplier is one of the parameters having the strongest influence on the computational 13 efficiency and scaling behavior of the algorithm. Using too few grid points would result in missing relevant swap positions and thus the GO search failing more frequently due to the coarse graining of space, while too many grid points will slow down the algorithm by offering irrelevant exchange positions away from the active sites that the BHMC still has to sample, and by slowing down the relaxation of the grid due to the need to calculate more interactions.
The estimated equilibrium distance between points in the grid is given by r 0 , which should be short enough to locate grid points around atoms to allow for "vacancies" that can be occupied even inside the clusters. Too short spacings between grid points will, however result in physically repulsive structures upon occupation that can lead to long minimization times for the LJ clusters, or to numerical instabilities for some force fields and is computationally more demanding due to the increased number of grid points. A good starting estimate for this value is half of the nearest neighbor distance between atoms in the system of study.
These last two parameters automatically define a third quantity: the initial size of one side of the grid domain L assuming for simplicity a cubic shape here. The relationship is given by
which assumes a cubic space around each grid point of size 2r 0 .
The width of the zero zone given by 2r zz is related to the flexibility of the grid. Without a zero zone, the interaction potential of the grid would be fully harmonic yielding a single minimum, thus restricting substantially the number of optimized grid configurations. The introduction of the zero zone offers the advantage that it allows the nearest neighbor distance between grid points to adopt a range of values instead of a single value without an energy penalty. It allows grid points to lag behind, push, or drag other grid points near them, which is particularly important for points close to occupied grid points. If the value is too small -or becomes zero in the fully harmonic casethe grid configuration tends to get stuck, no longer being able to adapt to the changes in the real atom space. If the the width of the zero zone is too large, the grid points stop interacting and the grid becomes unstructured, once again losing its functionality. In the extreme case, when r 0 = r zz , the grid potential loses its repulsive zone and becomes a flat plateau plus an attractive term, which must be avoided as too close grid points are unphysical.
The last relevant input parameter is the maximum number of allowed neighbors N neigh for each grid point. If the number of neighbors is too small, the grid cannot adopt a regular structure, and below N neigh = 3, it is not even able to fill 3D space. If N neigh is too large, it slows down computations since each pair of grid points requires one evaluation of the harmonic potential, and the system can once again get stuck as grid points are connected to other far away points which results in attractive forces in every direction. A good estimate for the proper value for this quantity is the coordination level usually found in solid systems or sphere packing, resulting in a 12-fold coordination (6-fold in 2D systems).
As a final parameter, as in any MC simulation, the temperature at which the search is performed needs to be specified. Too high search temperatures can result in leaving PES basins too easily, missing the chance to explore narrow PES funnels. On the other hand, if the search temperature is too low the algorithm can get stuck in basins, not being able to explore the rest of the PES.
Additionally, the transition between the GM and close local minima might be hindered at some temperature ranges 15 .
We also find that some options in the algorithm either do not have a large influence on the GO searches (and thus are not required as input because they have safe default settings), or can be logically set without requiring tests in a range of values. The shape and periodicity of the domain in which the grid resides are more important, but depend clearly on the system under study. One should take into account the particularities (shape, symmetry breaking structural feature such as a cluster adsorbed on a surface) of the system. In this case, the grid domain could be restricted only to the part of the system of interest.
The initial distribution of grid points in the simulation domain is not critical, since it will change and adapt as the algorithm progresses. Still, it is advantageous to avoid highly symmetrical initial conditions such as a perfectly cubic grid or a face-centered cubic configuration, that could bias the search by starting in a given PES basin. To avoid this, the algorithm by default initializes the grid atoms in a slightly, randomly distorted cubic mesh.
As for the potential between the grid points, the curvature of the harmonic potential k only has a minor effect on the structure of the grid, as points of the adapted grids usually are located in the zero zones with constant minimum potential. This mostly has an influence on the behavior of the minimization algorithm. This value is set by default to 0.1 ε.
The minimization algorithm and settings utilized by the grid is not important in our experience, as long as it is fast and can deal with the discontinuities in the derivatives of the grid potential. A simple gradient following, steepest descent algorithm was sufficient in our tests.
Implementation
The grid algorithm has been implemented in Python utilizing LAMMPS 38 as an external library responsible for performing the geometry optimization and energy evaluations of the LJ clusters, with a view towards utilizing LAMMPS for evaluation of more complex potentials in the future.
We have used the default LAMMPS conjugate gradient method for local minimizations of the LJ clusters. This difference is reasonable when we consider that the BHMC trial move involves all atoms in the cluster, but our grid swaps only involves atoms immediately in the vicinity of the origin and target sites.
The LAMMPS library could also be used to optimize the grid, but this is performed in Python in the current implementation, which at present is available for orthorhombic grid domains, while in principle a generalization to arbitrary domain shapes is possible. The source code is freely available under the GNU General Public License (GPL 3) 39 , in a git repository: https://gitlab. com/TheochemGoettingen/adaptive-grid .
III. RESULTS
A. Effect of grid parameters on the GO search
To test the various parameters in the fictitious potential, we have chosen the 38 atom LJ cluster whose structure is shown in Fig. 5 . We have made this choice as it represents one of the hardest to find global minima 15 of small-sized LJ clusters, but it is still found quickly enough to run repeated tests. The investigated parameters and their ranges of values are listed in Table I .
To investigate the role of these parameters, each GO search is run 100 times for a maximum of 10000 BHMC swap steps. For each parameter value, we track the percentage of successful runs.
The results are presented in Figs. 6a to 6e. Table I shows the ranges tested for each parameter and the optimum values, while Table II shows the values of all other parameters that are kept constant in the test while one parameter is being changed.
For the number of neighbors in the grid (Fig. 6a) we see a somewhat flat probability curve that goes up for 14 allowed neighbors. This seems to indicate that over-coordination between the atomic positions and the grid helps the algorithm succeed. In any case, this is a test for this specific LJ system, and it might look different for other systems such as molecules.
In the case of the grid point multiplier N mult (Fig. 6b ), we observe a shallow maximum at 25, with the probability decreasing for smaller and larger multipliers. For smaller multipliers, this can be justified by not having enough points for the grid to cover the relevant configurations around the cluster. Higher multipliers instead add grid positions far away from the cluster (since the size Parameter (units) Value of the simulation cell depends, among other things, on the number of grid points, see Section II C 2), which are irrelevant for the GO search. Since the search is limited to a maximum number of steps, searches with a high multiplier waste steps on irrelevant configurations and terminate without reaching the GM.
For the parameters defining the fictitious potential r 0 and r zz (Figs. 6c and 6d respectively) we observe two different trends. For the equilibrium point of the grid we find two maxima, one at about 0.55 σ , and the other one at 0.75 σ . These correspond to about one half of the nearest (2 1/6 σ ≈ 1.1222 1/6 ) and second nearest (about 1.55 σ according to the radial distribution function of the clusters) neighbor distances for the LJ potential. These implies that the grid works at its optimum when the grid points position themselves halfway along the neighbor-neighbor distance.
This allows the grid to fill any vacancies inside the cluster, which are good candidate positions for BHMC swaps. For the zero zone size, we observe no or little decay in the success chance up to a half width of 0.2 σ , but a strong decline afterwards. In addition, the absence of the zero zone (r zz = 0.0) does not reduce the chances of finding the GM either. We conclude that for the simple LJ case with a well-defined minimum of the interparticle distance a constant potential zero zone is not needed, but it also does not significantly affect performance (up to a certain threshold value for the parameter) and might be of advantage in systems with more complex bonds and several differing bond distances.
Finally, for the temperature T (Fig. 6e) we encounter an increasing probability of finding the GM as temperature increases, with a sharp increase at T = 0.4ε LJ /k b . Beyond this value, the probability remains approximately constant across the sampled temperature range. 
B. GO Search
To demonstrate the performance of the grid algorithm, we have searched for the global minima of all LJ cluster sizes between 4 and 100 particles. We find all the previously known GM for these sizes, as reported in the Cambridge Cluster Database 40 . For each cluster size up to 70 particles, we perform a flexible grid BHMC exchange search for at most 7000 steps, but terminate the search early if the known global minimum has been found. For clusters between 70 and 100 particles, we extend the search up to 15.000 steps. The search is repeated at least 25 times, but further searches are started if the global maximum has not yet been found, which was usually required for clusters larger than 60 particles. The algorithm requires only few steps to find the global minimum for sizes below 40 except for the well-known hard to find truncated octahedron with 38 particles, which required an average of 3500 steps, versus the 37 and 39 particle clusters at 2000 and 1500 average steps respectively.
All known GM up to 60 particles have been found at least once in the first 25 runs. Beyond 60 particles, the landscape becomes much more complex, with the probability of finding the GM ( Fig. 7) decreasing sharply, and the average number of steps required to find this GM increasing rapidly (Fig. 8 ).
The difficulty of finding the GM increases more slowly when weighted by the number of par-ticles in the system (as seen in Fig. 8 ), but still punctuated with cases that are particularly difficult (or easy) to find. Dividing by the number of atoms in the cluster allows for a closer comparison to the original BHMC search method, since in that algorithm all atoms are displaced in each step of the search, while here we only perform single atom moves by swapping a single occupied and an empty position in the grid.
It is interesting to note that for the hard to find cases, if the GM was found successfully, it was found within only a couple thousand of steps, although failed runs were allowed to continue for much longer. This reinforces the view that many GOs algorithms can get trapped in very narrow PES funnels: if a search is "lucky" enough to enter the correct funnel, the GM is quickly found.
Otherwise, the search spend most of its time exploring other areas of the PES, belonging to wider basin local minima.
In particular we want to highlight the hard to find minima between 75-77 particles (see Fig. 9 ).
At these particle numbers, local minima with icosahedral geometries are present 15 , and searches tend to repeatedly find these structures instead of the global minima. Note that we have used no pre-seeding procedure in our case. The proper GMs were found in each case independently as opposed to other reported BHMC searches 15 where seeding was required particularly for the 76 and 77 atom clusters of the 75-77 family.
Another difficult to find GM is present for the cluster containing 98 particles. This cluster exhibits a geometry differing significantly from its neighboring clusters at 97 and 99 particles (see Fig. 10 ). Instead our algorithm often finds local minima similar in structure to the clusters at 97 and 99.
C. Energy Profiles of the Grid Search
It is instructive to compare failed and successful searches for certain hard to find cluster sizes.
As an example, in Fig. 11 we present four searches for the GM of the LJ cluster containing 77 particles. We observe that the successful run quickly goes down in energy, ends in the PES funnel leading to the GM, and identifies this minimum in only about 2500 steps. In contrast, the three failed runs only ever approach close energies much later in the respective runs. Instead these runs spend most of their time oscillating around icosahedral structures corresponding to local minima.
This behavior is further analyzed by looking at the structural similarities between the current structure of the cluster and the known GM or the energetically lowest LM. This is plotted for one successful and one failed run in Fig. 12 . Here the structures correspond to accepted BHMC steps.
Shown is the difference factor (as implemented in the ASE 41 , Atomic Simulation Environment Python library) based on interatomic distances within each cluster vs. the reference cluster 22 for the structures visited in each search. The factor takes a value of 0.0 for an exact match, grows as the clusters become more different, and intrinsically takes into account rotations and translations about the center of mass of the system since it is based on interatomic distances. It can be seen that the successful run quickly ends in structural vicinity of the GM and stays there until it is finally adopted at around structure number 600, while the failed run stays in the funnel belonging to the first LM which is reached around structure number 800.
The trajectory corresponding to structures visited in Fig. 12 are provided in the supporting information, under the names successful-77.xyz and failed-77.xyz.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed an adaptive grid algorithm for searching global minima of atomistic systems employing BHMC simulations. The algorithm is in principle unbiased with respect to the system's preferred crystal structure and other regular patterns, like packing, coordination or bond distances between atoms. The algorithm is thus very flexible, and ideal for situations where the underlying structural features are not known a priori. We have demonstrated its applicability by identifying the global minima of LJ clusters containing up to 100 particles. Since no particular lattice is assumed, a generalization of the procedure is straightforward to systems including multi- The adaptive grid does introduce some overhead as it needs to be minimized after each successful BHMC step. This makes it ideal for medium-speed force fields like machine learning 23 FIG. 11 . Energy profile for a grid search in the 77 particle LJ cluster, showing a succesful and three different failed runs. The dashed black line marks the relative energy per particle (0.007 ε/particle above the GO) of the first icosahedral local minimum. Notice that the failed runs get close to the lowest energies of the successful run, but then increase in energy again, likely missing the funnel that leads to the GM. potentials 42 . Fast force fields would allow to perform a pure BHMC search without the grid's overhead by drastically increasing the number of trial steps, while very expensive potentials like an on-the-fly computation of the energy by electronic structure methods requires a more biased search approach to avoid wasting time on rejected structures. An advantage of our method when compared to other variable lattice approaches 13, 14 is that our grid construction and optimization is decoupled from the underlying potential of the cluster. In this way, the cost for constructing the grid remains constant if more complex physical potentials are used.
A disadvantage of our approach when compared to conventional BHMC is that our trial moves affect only one atom at a time. Performing multiple swaps would lead to large jumps in PES space, leading the algorithm out of the current basin instead of exploring it extensively as with single swaps. To compensate for this, our approach can easily be combined with the regular local BHMC displacement moves, as well as improvements such as non-local moves 43 and occasional jumping 44 , or the usual moves used in NPT -MC (volume changes) or µV T grand canonical MC (deletion/addition of atoms, for which the grid itself could be used as a target).
The algorithm can also be adapted to other methods that do not perform global searches. For
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FIG. 12. Difference factor vs. successful Monte Carlo step number for structures generated in a failed and successful GO search for the 77 particle cluster. The closer to zero the difference factor is, the more similar is the current structure to the GM or first LM, respectively. The successful run is displayed as a straight line, while failed run is plotted as dotted line; comparison vs. GM in blue with dot markers, vs. first LM in orange with cross markers. example, the equilibrium between clusters adsorbed on a surface could easily be modelled to study Ostwald ripening 45 under different conditions such as monolayer coverage and simulation temperature. This sort of simulation is hard to perform without a grid 46 , since many possible MC moves displace an atom into unfavorable positions, resulting in low acceptance ratios. Another target of interest is Grand Canonical Ensemble simulations, where atoms are adsorbed into a surface from an imaginary reservoir under different conditions of temperature and chemical potential/partial pressure. Once again, a grid facilitates the simulation by reducing the number of possible adsorption sites to a number of good candidates.
Another possible future extension would be the implementation of active sites 10 . Here exchanges are only allowed between occupied sites, and active unoccupied sites within a certain distance of already occupied sites. This avoids wasting time in performing exchanges with unoccupied sites far away from the cluster, with minimal investment.
V. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
As described throughout the text, a number of files are provided as supplementary material:
1. A compressed xyz file containing the cluster particles and grid points of the example 2D grid simulation, named grid-2d.xyz.
2.
A compressed xyz format file corresponding to the GO trajectory of a 38 LJ particle 3D cluster, named grid-3d.xyz.
3. The trajectory corresponding to structures visited in Fig. 12 , comparing successful and failed searches for the GM of the 77 LJ particle cluster, are provided in the supporting information, under the names successful-77.xyz and failed-77.xyz.
